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A New Domain of Agricultural Information Service at the Provincial Level -- The Combination of Information Analysis and Database Building

YUAN Zhiqing

Institute of Scientech Information
Guangdong Academy of Agricultural Sciences
Guangzhou, China

Abstract
The South China Subcentre of AGRIS has conducted subject information analysis for policy making aiming at particular issues on productive economy and technological economy, resulting in the promotion of agricultural production and agricultural scientech. There has been a good social benefit from this kind of service.

A new concept of information service must be fostered, only retrieval is inadequate, a way to concentrate on essentials based on a great number of documents to provide users with the best information is needed. This is a new way to actively serve the particular users according to their particular inquiries.

OMAS (One Move Accomplishing Service) is suggested in the paper as the main part of an agricultural information system at the provincial level. It means that an answer is made exactly by aiming at the requested matter by the user, and is immediately applicable. This is the objective demand corresponding to the provincial circumstances. A province is the central link in message dissemination from the nation and the world to the grassroots. The most important role of a provincial information organ is to transform the national and international message into one directly applicable for the grassroots in accordance with the needs of the province.

A database would be more exact and practical, if it were set up on the basis of an information survey and analysis, so it is necessary to combine database construction with information analysis.

PROGRESS OF INFORMATION SERVICE IN GUANGDONG

As one of the information institutions of Guangdong Province, this Institute was founded at the beginning of the 1960s. At that time, it was mainly doing book/periodical collecting and cataloguing, agricultural scientech periodical editing and foreign scientech literature translating to introduce the updated agricultural research findings in the Province and the developmental trends of foreign agricultural scientech in the world. All of this was only for the use of agricultural scientists and advisory officers. The tasks of the Institute have now been expanded in different stages. During the mid-1970s, subject information analysis was developed with analysis only on an individual dis-
cipline/event such as the progress of rice breeding in and out of China, the new orientation of plant protection, etc., mainly for the use of persons engaged in scientech plan management and project arrangement. Later, subject analysis which was integrated between subjects and overlapping factors were also conducted such as the developmental analysis of sugarcane production, etc., in order to improve yield increase and provide suggestions directly helping the growth of production economy. In the 1980s, to meet the needs at the leader’s level in decision making, subject information analysis specially for policy making advisory service was developed. They dealt with themes such as, the adjustment of the agricultural structure, coordinating growth between grain and economic crop farming, decisions for predicting the development of agricultural scientech, the expansion of export-oriented agribusiness, market analysis on Hong Kong agricultural commodity trade, etc. A number of reports were completed, used at the leader’s level in decision making and were well-received by users like the Agricultural Committee, the Scientech Commission and the Scheming Committee of the Province. It was shown that all the works resulted in good social benefit for they had accelerated the development of agricultural production and scientech while they were put into practice. The advisory subject analysis has now become the top information service in our institute. It aims at specific users and application targets to tap the domestic and international information sources, then to get it processed, analyzed, synthesized and bring forth new ideas for the resolving of specific problems on production economy or technological economics. In this way, information services have closely combined with economic growth. Guangdong began to set up an agricultural database in the middle of the 1980s. The ‘Guangdong Agricultural Production Database’ was completed in 1988, and efficiently met the needs of different levels of agricultural units for the planning of agricultural production. It has promoted the modernization of agricultural information service.

**NEW CONCEPT OF AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION SERVICE**

What does 'Information' mean? There have been various ideas about this in the world. It is beyond this paper's scope to discuss the exact definition of 'information,' and as a matter of fact, the definition of information service is always expanding. At the beginning, it means simply providing books and files of documents. Then comes indexing for the convenience of searching. The first revolution of information technology was brought about when the modern computerized information network was established. It unprecedentedly raised the efficiency of information storage, transmission and utilization. But information was still at a standstill waiting for people to access it. Information can be activated aiming at some particular field to actively resolve problems only when a variety of databases from numerical, to factotum databases to expert systems come out, at that point information service has taken a great step forward. People extricate themselves from a perplex of information explosion to a certain extent by concentrating or condensing the huge documents into the most vital message for the users. The embracing but inactive databases are not the solution for satisfying the urgent needs of people. A new concept of information service has to be paid great attention to, that is to classify and digest the tremendous amount of information resources, then to actively provide the particular user with a certain
message that answers the specific inquiries of the searchers. From the concept of 'information,' the inactive stored document is not 'information,' but an available information source, although it is retrievable. 'Information' is just what meets the user's need by extracting, concentrating, condensing and synthesizing the information source concerned in accordance with the specific questions. So information service includes not only retrieving, but also the deep processing procedure as mentioned before to build up a 'User-oriented System.' In this way, a great deal of time spent on searching and analyzing by the users can be saved. Information service could even go deeper to create a synthetically optimized combination message for the users with particular demands. This is the implication of a new concept of information service featuring its exactness, centricity, applicability, systematization and creativeness.

**STRATEGIC CHOICE TO EXPAND AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION SERVICE**

One of the strategies to be chosen is to establish the all-inclusive information database for an on-call service. Another is an effective strategy called 'One Move Accomplishing Service' (OMAS), by which one can directly answer the particular request of its clients. The agricultural information system at the provincial level should take the latter as the main part of its service. The former will be the support of OMAS, although it is much more general. For instance, one of the users needs an analytical report on the status and trends of agricultural hightech to consult when he is planning the development of agricultural hightech. You are not providing OMAS, if only a great file of documents from databases dealing with the right subject is delivered. Digesting, processing and outlining must be done before a useful background report and proposal can be made for the particular user. There are different degrees in OMAS in terms of its depth and specificity. The first degree is SDI (selective dissemination of information), i.e., offering a bibliography of documents, an index of abstracts or full text according to the orders of the user. The higher degree is the survey reference information to answer the user's inquiry. The highest one is to undertake the subject information research and process what they have retrieved from the information source, then investigate the change of the situation concerning the requested subject before they can report their proposal to the questioners. The comprehensive strategic information and policy-making information particular for the leading organization belong to the highest information service. It is done in the way mentioned above, and includes information consultation and policy-making consultation, etc., and we see how wide the scope of the subject is. A computerized database can be used for all the degrees of information service in the form of a subject diskette for retrieving. We should choose the strategy for building up our own database on the principle of small-sized, decentralized, specific, monographic, diversified, and applicable in order to meet all the users' needs. It is an objective certainty to fit the provincial circumstances, if OMAS is emphasized as the core of provincial agricultural information service. The reasons are: First, a province is the key link for the transfer of information from all over China or the world to the grassroot unit. This is the most important role of an agricultural information organization at provincial level to handle this transfer according to the needs of the provincial production, the scientech unit, the enterprise and the peasants; Second, the development of
commercial economy in Guangdong more urgently needs the inclusion of agricultural information service to be suitable and prompt. It also needs the information organization to provide the information on policy making for technological economy, developmental planning for production and scientech, market trend analysis, exploitation of new technology and new business, as well as the world wide technical introduction, which are able to directly answer the questions. The on-call retrieving service is no longer to meet the needs of the development of commercial economy; Third, a province does not have enough financial capacity for information storage. Unlike the information organizations at the national level such as the Scientech Documentation and Information Centre, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, the Information Institute of Academia Sinica, the Library of Academia Sinica and the information institutes in the related departments, they have kept more than 1,000 titles of periodicals dealing with agricultural scientech and some other related basic applied sciences. In Guangdong, there are only about 300 titles of scientech periodicals stored in different research organizations, colleges and universities. It is only 20-30% of what is kept in the information organization at national level. It is only a drop in the ocean when compared with the quantity of agricultural and related documents published each year all over the world. The provincial information organ has to transform the national information source into the products directly serving the users in a province. It would make the provincial information product better and greatly raise the utilization ratio of national information source; Fourth, to contact the OMAS directly with economic undertakings or institutes it is more advantageous to get better social/economic profits from information. The technologies of the microcomputer, CD-ROM/DRAW and communication in the modern world have facilitated the modernization of OMAS for the agricultural information service at the provincial level. It strengthens, broadens and deepens OMAS by establishing different types of databases through information processes aiming at specific needs of the user, then provides them with products in diskette or CD-ROM forms immediately promoting the growth of the technological economy. It is becoming a giant information industry of the modern times.

To build up databases on the basis of subject information analysis will result in better accuracy, more optimized systematization and better applicability because a great amount of information concerning the requested subject must have been collected, digested and selected, even deliberated, summarized and synthetically created during the analysis procedure. Secondly, various considerations from specialists are also accepted so that the database is set up on a more solid foundation. In recent years, our institute has conducted a subject information analysis on the topic of 'Analyses on Hong Kong Agricultural Commodity Market and its Developmental Prediction.' This is to meet the needs of export-oriented agricultural development and considers that most of the agricultural commodity is for the Hong Kong market owing to the favorable geographical conditions of the Province. We have the plan to put all the collected, assorted and processed data/information into the database named 'Trade and Scientech Database on Hong Kong Agricultural Commodity' after the report of the project is completed. This database will be well-used by agricultural production units and international trading departments in managing the exportation of agricultural commodities. We are quite confident about constructing the database after doing surveys and
analyses, but are still not sure if our investment will be profitable. We suggest that the Chinese government should support the database construction in provinces by providing information sources and funds. It is the right way for agricultural information modernization that databases are built up in provinces then interchanged among them. Each province ought to set up its own practical database for different users to meet the needs of the development of the agricultural economy and scientech in the province. This has to be the focus of strategy for the modernization of agricultural information service at the provincial level. Both the information resources and databases introduced from foreign countries and the ones developed and established by our nation must be considered as powerful backing for the provinces. The national information centers should give the provinces financial support for database construction.